GEOPHONE
THE MOST RELIABLE MECHANICAL LEAK DETECTOR AVAILABLE
SUGGESTIONS FOR USING THE GEOPHONE
The Geophone is widely used and recognized as the most reliable mechanical leak detector available. For best results, place the
sensing head firmly against the surface being explored. While it does not have to be on a horizontal plane, the instrument works best
when it is free standing, since the circulation of blood in the hands will set up detectable vibrations. The instrument performs equally
well on soil, ice, hard packed snow, pavement or any solid substance. Light packed snow or grassy surfaces tends to distort or muffle
the leak sounds. In these cases it is suggested that you dig down to solid ground or drive a metal rod into the ground, leaving
approximately two inches of the rod above the ground. Place the disc on top of the rod and listen. In addition to the rush of water you
will some times hear an erratic clicking sound. This is caused by rocks and gravel banging against the pipe in the high pressure stream
of leaking water. Remember that the Geophone is designed and built for detection of vibrations in solid substances–not in gaseous
media.

LOCATING LEAKS
Using drawings or pipe locators, first find the exact location of the main. Begin searching in the spot where you most suspect the
leak to be. Place the sensing heads on the ground above the main, spaced approximately three feet apart. The sounds you hear may
reach one ear sooner than the other. By
moving the heads you will reach a spot where
the sound is of the same intensity in both
1
sensing heads and reaches both ears at the
same time. You are now directly above the
leak site.

MAINTENANCE
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The Geophone is an extremely sensitive
sound conductor. To insure the instrument's
long life and proper functioning treat it gently. Dropping or shaking the sensing heads
or dragging them along the ground by the
tubes will damage the instrument, impeding
the sensing head's performance. Periodically
check the tubes to assess if they have been
damaged by kinking. We recommend that
you keep the tubes attached to the Geophone at all times to prevent small particles
of dust from penetrating the diaphragms. Always store and transport the Geophone in
its sturdy wooden case. Following these few
maintenance procedures will be years of satisfactory service.
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Order No.

Description

P512
P51201
P51202
P51210
P51211
P51212
P51213
P51214

Geophone w/Carrying Case.
Geophone less Carrying Case
Carrying Case (1)
Complete Headset (2)
Stethoscope Headset w/Tips (3)
Tubing, 4' (4)
Ear Tips, Pair (5)
Sensing Head (6)
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